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the best of the world s classics restricted to prose various authors there is no need for me
to speak about myself and yet that is the privilege of old age and conceded to my time of life
do you see how in homer nestor very often proclaims his own virtues for he was now living in
the third generation of men nor had he occasion to fear lest when stating the truth about
himself he should appear either too arrogant or too talkative for as homer says from his
tongue speech flowed sweeter than honey for which charm he stood in need of no strength of
body and yet the famous chief of greece nowhere wishes to have ten men like ajax but like
nestor and he does not doubt if that should happen troy would in a short time perish but i
return to myself i am in my eighty fourth year in truth i should like to be able to make the
same boast that cyrus did but one thing i can say that altho i have not to be sure that
strength which i had either as a soldier in the punic war or as questor in the same war or as
consul in spain or four years afterward wh we are delighted to publish this classic book as
part of our extensive classic library collection many of the books in our collection have been
out of print for decades and therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim
of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature
and our view is that this is a significant literary work which deserves to be brought back
into print after many decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic
library have been scanned from the original works to ensure a high quality product each title
has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been guided by a desire to
provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work
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we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes an
enriching experience excerpt from the world s great classics an examination of the index of
authors will show the full names of all authors presented in alphabetical order together with
the works the special introductions or the translations by which they are represented in the
series about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works provides a list of one hundred world classics offering information on plot characters
main themes symbolism and composition for each book ever since civilized man has had a
literature he has apparently sought to make selections from it and thus put his favorite
passages together in a compact and convenient form certain it is at least that to the greeks
masters in all great arts we owe this habit they made such col lections and named them after
their pleasant imaginative fashion a gathering of flowers or what we borrowing their word call
an anthology so to those austere souls who regard anthologies as a labor saving contrivance
for the benefit of persons who like a smattering of knowledge and are never really learned we
can at least plead in mitigation that we have high and ancient author ity for the practise in
any event no amount of scholarly deprecation has been able to turn man kind or that portion of
mankind which reads books from the agreeable habit of making volumes of selections and finding
in them much pleasure when all these conquests had been added to the lydian empire and the
prosperity of sardis this book has been considered important throughout the human history and
so that this work is never forgotten we have made efforts in its preservation by republishing
this book in a modern format for present and future generations this whole book has been
reformatted retyped and designed these books are not made of scanned copies of their original
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work and hence the text is clear and readable this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work
is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the
united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this
work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
to ensure a quality reading experience this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy to read
typeface we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant many of the earliest books
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now extremely scarce and
increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in affordable high quality
modern editions using the original text and artwork this scarce antiquarian book is a
facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may contain imperfections such as marks
notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe this work is culturally important we
have made it available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and promoting the
world s literature in affordable high quality modern editions that are true to the original
work presents a collection of eight adapted classics including the voyages of sindbad the
sailor diary of a madman and the nightingale and provides footnotes information about the
author and facts into the author and his work musaicum books presents this meticoulusly edited
and formatted sellection of the greatest works of world literature from ancient greece and
rome to modern american literature volume i greece volume ii rome volume iii great britain and
ireland i volume iv great britain and ireland ii volume v great britain and ireland iii volume
vi great britain and ireland iv volume vii continental europe i volume viii continental europe
ii volume ix america i volume x america ii written between 1919 and 1926 this text tells of
the campaign aganist the turks in the middle east encompassing gross acts of cruelty and
revenge ending in a welter of stink and corpses in a damascus hospital this book has been
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considered important throughout the human history and so that this work is never forgotten we
have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern format for present
and future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and designed these books
are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text is clear and readable
this book is part of the tredition classics series the creators of this series are united by
passion for literature and driven by the intention of making all public domain books available
in printed format again worldwide at tredition we believe that a great book never goes out of
style several mostly non profit literature projects provide content to tredition to support
their good work tredition donates a portion of the proceeds from each sold copy as a reader of
a tredition classics book you support our mission to save many of the amazing works of world
literature from oblivion volume vi of x great britain and ireland ever since civilized man has
had a literature he has apparently sought to make selections from it and thus put his favorite
passages together in a compact and convenient form certain it is at least that to the greeks
masters in all great arts we owe this habit they made such collections and named them after
their pleasant imaginative fashion a gathering of flowers or what we borrowing their word call
an anthology so to those austere souls who regard anthologies as a labor saving contrivance
for the benefit of persons who like a smattering of knowledge and are never really learned we
can at least plead in mitigation that we have high and ancient authority for the practise in
any event no amount of scholarly deprecation has been able to turn mankind or that portion of
mankind which reads books from the agreeable habit of making volumes of selections and finding
in them much pleasure as well as improvement in taste and knowledge with the spread of
education and with the great increase of literature among all civilized nations more
especially since the invention of printing and its vast multiplication of books the making of
volumes of selections comprizing what is best in one s own or in many literatures is no longer
a mere matter of taste or convenience as with the greeks but has become something little short
of a necessity in this world of many workers comparatively few scholars and still fewer
intelligent men of leisure anthologies have been multiplied like all other books and in the
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main they have done much good and no harm the man who thinks he is a scholar or highly
educated because he is familiar with what is collected in a well chosen anthology of course
errs grievously such familiarity no more makes one a master of literature than a perusal of a
dictionary makes the reader a master of style but as the latter pursuit can hardly fail to
enlarge a man s vocabulary so the former adds to his knowledge increases his stock of ideas
liberalizes his mind and opens to him new sources of enjoyment the greek habit was to bring
together selections of verse passages of especial merit epigrams and short poems in the main
their example has been followed from their days down to the elegant extracts in verse of our
grandmothers and grandfathers and thence on to our own time with its admirable golden treasury
and oxford handbook of verse there has been no end to the making of poetical anthologies and
apparently no diminution in the public appetite for them poetry indeed lends itself to
selection much of the best poetry of the world is contained in short poems complete in
themselves and capable of transference bodily to a volume of selections there are very few
poets of whose quality and genius a fair idea can not be given by a few judicious selections a
large body of noble and beautiful poetry of verse which is a joy forever can also be given in
a very small compass and the mechanical attribute of size it must be remembered is very
important in making a successful anthology for an essential quality of a volume of selections
is that it should be easily portable that it should be a book which can be slipt into the
pocket and readily carried about in any wanderings whether near or remote an anthology which
is stored in one or more huge and heavy volumes is practically valueless except to those who
have neither books nor access to a public library or who think that a stately tome printed on
calendered paper and profusely illustrated is an ornament to a center table in a parlor rarely
used except on solemn or official occasions i have mentioned these advantages of verse for the
purposes of an anthology in order to show the difficulties which must be encountered in making
a prose selection very little prose is in small parcels which can be transferred entire and
therefore with the very important attribute of completeness to a volume of selections from
most of the great prose writers it is necessary to take extracts and the chosen passage is
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broken off from what comes before and after the fame of a great prose writer as a rule rests
on a book and really to know him the book must be read and not merely passages from it
extracts give no very satisfactory idea of paradise lost or the divine comedy and the same is
true of extracts from a history or a novel it is possible by spreading prose selections
through a series of small volumes to overcome the mechanical difficulty and thus make the
selections in form what they ought above all things to be companions and not books of
reference or table decorations but the spiritual or literary problem is not so easily overcome
what prose to take and where to take it are by no means easy questions to solve yet they are
well worth solving so far as patient effort can do it for in this period of easy printing it
is desirable to put in convenient form before those who read examples of the masters which
will draw us back from the perishing chatter of the moment to the literature which is the
highest work of civilization and which is at once noble and lasting upon that theory this
collection has been formed it is an attempt to give examples from all periods and languages of
western civilization of what is best and most memorable in their prose literature that the
result is not a complete exhibition of the time and the literatures covered by the selections
no one is better aware than the editors inexorable conditions of space make a certain degree
of incompleteness inevitable when he who is gathering flowers traverses so vast a garden and
is obliged to confine the results of his labors within such narrow bounds the editors are also
fully conscious that like all other similar collections this one too will give rise to the
familiar criticism and questionings as to why such a passage was omitted and such another
inserted why this writer was chosen and that other passed by in literature we all have our
favorites and even the most catholic of us has also his dislikes if not his pet aversions i
will frankly confess that there are authors represented in these volumes whose writings i
should avoid just as there are certain towns and cities of the world to which having once
visited them i would never willingly return for the simple reason that i would not voluntarily
subject myself to seeing or reading what i dislike or which is worse what bores and fatigues
me but no editor of an anthology must seek to impose upon others his own tastes and opinions
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he must at the outset remember and never afterward forget that so far as possible his work
must be free from the personal equation he must recognize that some authors who may be mute or
dull to him have a place in literature past or present sufficiently assured to entitle them to
a place among selections which are intended above all things else to be representative to
those who wonder why some favorite bit of their own was omitted while something else for which
they do not care at all has found a place i can only say that the editors having supprest
their own personal preferences have proceeded on certain general principles which seem to be
essential in making any selection either of verse or prose which shall possess broader and
more enduring qualities than that of being a mere exhibition of the editor s personal taste to
illustrate my meaning emerson s parnassus is extremely interesting as an exposition of the
tastes and preferences of a remarkable man of great and original genius as an anthology it is
a failure for it is of awkward size is ill arranged and contains selections made without
system and which in many cases baffle all attempts to explain their appearance on the other
hand mr palgrave neither a very remarkable man nor a great and original genius gave us in the
first golden treasury a collection which has no interest whatever as reflecting the tastes of
the editor but which is quite perfect in its kind barring the disproportionate amount of
wordsworth which includes some of his worst things and which be it said in passing was due to
mr palgrave s giving way at that point to his personal enthusiasm the golden treasury in form
in scope and in arrangement as well as in almost unerring taste is the best model of what an
anthology should be which is to be found in any language this anthology is a thorough
introduction to classic literature for those who have not yet experienced these literary
masterworks for those who have known and loved these works in the past this is an invitation
to reunite with old friends in a fresh new format from shakespeare s finesse to oscar wilde s
wit this unique collection brings together works as diverse and influential as the pilgrim s
progress and othello as an anthology that invites readers to immerse themselves in the
masterpieces of the literary giants it is must have addition to any library around the world
in eighty days is an adventure novel by the french writer jules verne first published in
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french in 1872 in the story phileas fogg of london and his newly employed french valet
passepartout attempt to circumnavigate the world in 80 days on a 20 000 wager 2 242 900 in
2019 set by his friends at the reform club it is one of verne s most acclaimed works a tour of
global history by way of history s most important scrolls manuscripts and printed books from
plato and homer to the twenty first century 100 must reads beautifully illustrated in full
color this book informs and entertains as it demonstrates how the power of the written word
has shaped changed and even revolutionized the world prize winning author scott christianson
brings together an exceptional collection of groundbreaking works that have changed the tide
of history included are scriptures that founded religions manifestos that sparked revolutions
scientific treatises that challenged ingrained beliefs and novels that kick started new
literary movements this sweeping chronological survey highlights the most important books from
around the globe from the earliest illuminated manuscripts all the way to the digital age
included are such well known classics as the odyssey the torah shakespeare s first folio moby
dick and darwin s on the origins of species but an array of other works some well known and
others less so are featured as well including those by sun tzu nicolaus copernicus mary
wollstonecraft adam smith henry david thoreau karl marx sigmund freud marcel proust franz
kafka as well as more recent works by j k rowling art spiegelman and naomi klein this
provocative collection is the perfect book for both literature lovers and history buffs a
major re evaluation of boccaccio s status as literary innovator and cultural mediator equal to
that of petrarch and dante these violent delights have violent ends and in their triumph die
like fire and powder which as they kiss consume when romeo first lays eyes on the bewitching
juliet it s love at first sight but though their love runs true and deep it is also completely
forbidden with family and fate determined to keep them apart will romeo and juliet find a way
to be together william shakespeare s masterpiece is one of the most enduring stories of star
crossed love of all time beautifully presented for a modern teen audience with both the
original play and a prose retelling of the beloved story this is the must have edition of a
timeless classic this ebook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted
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for readability on all devices the red and the black tells the story of julien sorel s life in
a monarchic society of fixed social class it is a historical psychological novel which
chronicles the attempts of a provincial young man to rise socially beyond his modest
upbringing through a combination of talent hard work deception and hypocrisy he ultimately
allows his passions to betray him the novel has a two fold literary purpose being both a
psychological portrait of the romantic protagonist julien sorel and an analytic sociological
satire of the french social order under the bourbon restoration library committee timothy
dwight richard henry stoddard arthur richmond marsh a b and others illustrated with nearly two
hundred photogravures etchings colored plates and full page portraits of great authors
clarence cook art editor library committee timothy dwight richard henry stoddard arthur
richmond marsh a b and others illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures etchings
colored plates and full page portraits of great authors clarence cook art editor library
committee timothy dwight richard henry stoddard arthur richmond marsh a b and others
illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures etchings colored plates and full page
portraits of great authors clarence cook art editor h g wells is often referred to as father
of science fiction his works have been continually adapted to stage and screen and remain
pertinent to a modern audience this beautiful hardback compendium with dust jacket assembles
four of his most iconic novel whether concerning alien invasion time travel or the risks of
scientific development these tales examine the potential futures of humanity which are at once
thrilling and terrifying adapted from amazon the plot concerns several poor families living in
the slums of 19th century london rich in naturalistic detail the novel concentrates on the
individual problems and hardships which result from the typical shortages experienced by the
lower classes want of money employment and decent living conditions the nether world is
pessimistic and concerns exclusively the lives of poor people there is no juxtaposition with
the world of the rich library committee timothy dwight richard henry stoddard arthur richmond
marsh a b and others illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures etchings colored plates
and full page portraits of great authors clarence cook art editor don quixote is a spanish
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novel by miguel de cervantes saavedra published in two volumes in 1605 and 1615 don quixote is
considered the most influential work of literature from the spanish golden age and the entire
spanish literary canon as a founding work of modern western literature and one of the earliest
canonical novels it regularly appears high on lists of the greatest works of fiction ever
published the story follows the adventures of a hidalgo named mr alonso quixano who reads so
many chivalric romances that he loses his sanity and decides to set out to revive chivalry
undo wrongs and bring justice to the world under the name don quixote de la mancha he recruits
a simple farmer sancho panza as his squire who often employs a unique earthy wit in dealing
with don quixote s rhetorical orations on antiquated knighthood don quixote in the first part
of the book does not see the world for what it is and prefers to imagine that he is living out
a knightly story throughout the novel cervantes uses such literary techniques as realism
metatheatre and intertextuality classics in the modern world explores the features and
implications of a democratic turn in modern perceptions of the ancient world exploring the
relationship between greek and roman ways of thinking and modern definitions of democratic
practices and approaches it enables a wider re evaluation of the role of classics in the
modern world ミステリの祖 コリンズの選集ついに完結
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The Best of the World's Classics, Restricted to Prose
2018-06-28
the best of the world s classics restricted to prose various authors there is no need for me
to speak about myself and yet that is the privilege of old age and conceded to my time of life
do you see how in homer nestor very often proclaims his own virtues for he was now living in
the third generation of men nor had he occasion to fear lest when stating the truth about
himself he should appear either too arrogant or too talkative for as homer says from his
tongue speech flowed sweeter than honey for which charm he stood in need of no strength of
body and yet the famous chief of greece nowhere wishes to have ten men like ajax but like
nestor and he does not doubt if that should happen troy would in a short time perish but i
return to myself i am in my eighty fourth year in truth i should like to be able to make the
same boast that cyrus did but one thing i can say that altho i have not to be sure that
strength which i had either as a soldier in the punic war or as questor in the same war or as
consul in spain or four years afterward wh we are delighted to publish this classic book as
part of our extensive classic library collection many of the books in our collection have been
out of print for decades and therefore have not been accessible to the general public the aim
of our publishing program is to facilitate rapid access to this vast reservoir of literature
and our view is that this is a significant literary work which deserves to be brought back
into print after many decades the contents of the vast majority of titles in the classic
library have been scanned from the original works to ensure a high quality product each title
has been meticulously hand curated by our staff our philosophy has been guided by a desire to
provide the reader with a book that is as close as possible to ownership of the original work
we hope that you will enjoy this wonderful classic work and that for you it becomes an
enriching experience
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The World's Great Classics 1899
excerpt from the world s great classics an examination of the index of authors will show the
full names of all authors presented in alphabetical order together with the works the special
introductions or the translations by which they are represented in the series about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more
at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our
edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections
that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Classics in world literature 1991
provides a list of one hundred world classics offering information on plot characters main
themes symbolism and composition for each book

The Best of the World's Classics, Restricted to Prose 1909
ever since civilized man has had a literature he has apparently sought to make selections from
it and thus put his favorite passages together in a compact and convenient form certain it is
at least that to the greeks masters in all great arts we owe this habit they made such col
lections and named them after their pleasant imaginative fashion a gathering of flowers or what
we borrowing their word call an anthology so to those austere souls who regard anthologies as
a labor saving contrivance for the benefit of persons who like a smattering of knowledge and
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are never really learned we can at least plead in mitigation that we have high and ancient
author ity for the practise in any event no amount of scholarly deprecation has been able to
turn man kind or that portion of mankind which reads books from the agreeable habit of making
volumes of selections and finding in them much pleasure when all these conquests had been
added to the lydian empire and the prosperity of sardis

The World's Great Classics (Classic Reprint) 2016-11-16
this book has been considered important throughout the human history and so that this work is
never forgotten we have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern
format for present and future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and
designed these books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text
is clear and readable

The Book of Great Books 2000
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant
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The Best Of The World's Classics 2020-02-11
many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now
extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in
affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

The Best of the World's Classics 1909
this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the original due to its age it may
contain imperfections such as marks notations marginalia and flawed pages because we believe
this work is culturally important we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting preserving and promoting the world s literature in affordable high quality modern
editions that are true to the original work

The Best of the World's Classics, Restricted to Prose (Volume
II) - Rome 2021-07-21
presents a collection of eight adapted classics including the voyages of sindbad the sailor
diary of a madman and the nightingale and provides footnotes information about the author and
facts into the author and his work

The Best of the World's Classics, Restricted to Prose
2017-05-25
musaicum books presents this meticoulusly edited and formatted sellection of the greatest
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works of world literature from ancient greece and rome to modern american literature volume i
greece volume ii rome volume iii great britain and ireland i volume iv great britain and
ireland ii volume v great britain and ireland iii volume vi great britain and ireland iv
volume vii continental europe i volume viii continental europe ii volume ix america i volume x
america ii

Classics of the Western World 1927
written between 1919 and 1926 this text tells of the campaign aganist the turks in the middle
east encompassing gross acts of cruelty and revenge ending in a welter of stink and corpses in
a damascus hospital

The World's Great Classics 2008-10-07
this book has been considered important throughout the human history and so that this work is
never forgotten we have made efforts in its preservation by republishing this book in a modern
format for present and future generations this whole book has been reformatted retyped and
designed these books are not made of scanned copies of their original work and hence the text
is clear and readable

The Best of the World's Classics 2009-04
this book is part of the tredition classics series the creators of this series are united by
passion for literature and driven by the intention of making all public domain books available
in printed format again worldwide at tredition we believe that a great book never goes out of
style several mostly non profit literature projects provide content to tredition to support
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their good work tredition donates a portion of the proceeds from each sold copy as a reader of
a tredition classics book you support our mission to save many of the amazing works of world
literature from oblivion

The Best of the World's Classics, Restricted to Prose 1909
volume vi of x great britain and ireland ever since civilized man has had a literature he has
apparently sought to make selections from it and thus put his favorite passages together in a
compact and convenient form certain it is at least that to the greeks masters in all great
arts we owe this habit they made such collections and named them after their pleasant
imaginative fashion a gathering of flowers or what we borrowing their word call an anthology
so to those austere souls who regard anthologies as a labor saving contrivance for the benefit
of persons who like a smattering of knowledge and are never really learned we can at least
plead in mitigation that we have high and ancient authority for the practise in any event no
amount of scholarly deprecation has been able to turn mankind or that portion of mankind which
reads books from the agreeable habit of making volumes of selections and finding in them much
pleasure as well as improvement in taste and knowledge with the spread of education and with
the great increase of literature among all civilized nations more especially since the
invention of printing and its vast multiplication of books the making of volumes of selections
comprizing what is best in one s own or in many literatures is no longer a mere matter of
taste or convenience as with the greeks but has become something little short of a necessity
in this world of many workers comparatively few scholars and still fewer intelligent men of
leisure anthologies have been multiplied like all other books and in the main they have done
much good and no harm the man who thinks he is a scholar or highly educated because he is
familiar with what is collected in a well chosen anthology of course errs grievously such
familiarity no more makes one a master of literature than a perusal of a dictionary makes the
reader a master of style but as the latter pursuit can hardly fail to enlarge a man s
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vocabulary so the former adds to his knowledge increases his stock of ideas liberalizes his
mind and opens to him new sources of enjoyment the greek habit was to bring together
selections of verse passages of especial merit epigrams and short poems in the main their
example has been followed from their days down to the elegant extracts in verse of our
grandmothers and grandfathers and thence on to our own time with its admirable golden treasury
and oxford handbook of verse there has been no end to the making of poetical anthologies and
apparently no diminution in the public appetite for them poetry indeed lends itself to
selection much of the best poetry of the world is contained in short poems complete in
themselves and capable of transference bodily to a volume of selections there are very few
poets of whose quality and genius a fair idea can not be given by a few judicious selections a
large body of noble and beautiful poetry of verse which is a joy forever can also be given in
a very small compass and the mechanical attribute of size it must be remembered is very
important in making a successful anthology for an essential quality of a volume of selections
is that it should be easily portable that it should be a book which can be slipt into the
pocket and readily carried about in any wanderings whether near or remote an anthology which
is stored in one or more huge and heavy volumes is practically valueless except to those who
have neither books nor access to a public library or who think that a stately tome printed on
calendered paper and profusely illustrated is an ornament to a center table in a parlor rarely
used except on solemn or official occasions i have mentioned these advantages of verse for the
purposes of an anthology in order to show the difficulties which must be encountered in making
a prose selection very little prose is in small parcels which can be transferred entire and
therefore with the very important attribute of completeness to a volume of selections from
most of the great prose writers it is necessary to take extracts and the chosen passage is
broken off from what comes before and after the fame of a great prose writer as a rule rests
on a book and really to know him the book must be read and not merely passages from it
extracts give no very satisfactory idea of paradise lost or the divine comedy and the same is
true of extracts from a history or a novel it is possible by spreading prose selections
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through a series of small volumes to overcome the mechanical difficulty and thus make the
selections in form what they ought above all things to be companions and not books of
reference or table decorations but the spiritual or literary problem is not so easily overcome
what prose to take and where to take it are by no means easy questions to solve yet they are
well worth solving so far as patient effort can do it for in this period of easy printing it
is desirable to put in convenient form before those who read examples of the masters which
will draw us back from the perishing chatter of the moment to the literature which is the
highest work of civilization and which is at once noble and lasting upon that theory this
collection has been formed it is an attempt to give examples from all periods and languages of
western civilization of what is best and most memorable in their prose literature that the
result is not a complete exhibition of the time and the literatures covered by the selections
no one is better aware than the editors inexorable conditions of space make a certain degree
of incompleteness inevitable when he who is gathering flowers traverses so vast a garden and
is obliged to confine the results of his labors within such narrow bounds the editors are also
fully conscious that like all other similar collections this one too will give rise to the
familiar criticism and questionings as to why such a passage was omitted and such another
inserted why this writer was chosen and that other passed by in literature we all have our
favorites and even the most catholic of us has also his dislikes if not his pet aversions i
will frankly confess that there are authors represented in these volumes whose writings i
should avoid just as there are certain towns and cities of the world to which having once
visited them i would never willingly return for the simple reason that i would not voluntarily
subject myself to seeing or reading what i dislike or which is worse what bores and fatigues
me but no editor of an anthology must seek to impose upon others his own tastes and opinions
he must at the outset remember and never afterward forget that so far as possible his work
must be free from the personal equation he must recognize that some authors who may be mute or
dull to him have a place in literature past or present sufficiently assured to entitle them to
a place among selections which are intended above all things else to be representative to
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those who wonder why some favorite bit of their own was omitted while something else for which
they do not care at all has found a place i can only say that the editors having supprest
their own personal preferences have proceeded on certain general principles which seem to be
essential in making any selection either of verse or prose which shall possess broader and
more enduring qualities than that of being a mere exhibition of the editor s personal taste to
illustrate my meaning emerson s parnassus is extremely interesting as an exposition of the
tastes and preferences of a remarkable man of great and original genius as an anthology it is
a failure for it is of awkward size is ill arranged and contains selections made without
system and which in many cases baffle all attempts to explain their appearance on the other
hand mr palgrave neither a very remarkable man nor a great and original genius gave us in the
first golden treasury a collection which has no interest whatever as reflecting the tastes of
the editor but which is quite perfect in its kind barring the disproportionate amount of
wordsworth which includes some of his worst things and which be it said in passing was due to
mr palgrave s giving way at that point to his personal enthusiasm the golden treasury in form
in scope and in arrangement as well as in almost unerring taste is the best model of what an
anthology should be which is to be found in any language

World Classics 1987
this anthology is a thorough introduction to classic literature for those who have not yet
experienced these literary masterworks for those who have known and loved these works in the
past this is an invitation to reunite with old friends in a fresh new format from shakespeare
s finesse to oscar wilde s wit this unique collection brings together works as diverse and
influential as the pilgrim s progress and othello as an anthology that invites readers to
immerse themselves in the masterpieces of the literary giants it is must have addition to any
library
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The Best of the World's Classics (All 10 Volumes) 2020-12-17
around the world in eighty days is an adventure novel by the french writer jules verne first
published in french in 1872 in the story phileas fogg of london and his newly employed french
valet passepartout attempt to circumnavigate the world in 80 days on a 20 000 wager 2 242 900
in 2019 set by his friends at the reform club it is one of verne s most acclaimed works

Seven Pillars of Wisdom 1997
a tour of global history by way of history s most important scrolls manuscripts and printed
books from plato and homer to the twenty first century 100 must reads beautifully illustrated
in full color this book informs and entertains as it demonstrates how the power of the written
word has shaped changed and even revolutionized the world prize winning author scott
christianson brings together an exceptional collection of groundbreaking works that have
changed the tide of history included are scriptures that founded religions manifestos that
sparked revolutions scientific treatises that challenged ingrained beliefs and novels that
kick started new literary movements this sweeping chronological survey highlights the most
important books from around the globe from the earliest illuminated manuscripts all the way to
the digital age included are such well known classics as the odyssey the torah shakespeare s
first folio moby dick and darwin s on the origins of species but an array of other works some
well known and others less so are featured as well including those by sun tzu nicolaus
copernicus mary wollstonecraft adam smith henry david thoreau karl marx sigmund freud marcel
proust franz kafka as well as more recent works by j k rowling art spiegelman and naomi klein
this provocative collection is the perfect book for both literature lovers and history buffs
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The Best of the World's Classics, Restricted to Prose (Volume
VIII) - Continental Europe II. 2021-07-21
a major re evaluation of boccaccio s status as literary innovator and cultural mediator equal
to that of petrarch and dante

The World for Sale 2011-11
these violent delights have violent ends and in their triumph die like fire and powder which
as they kiss consume when romeo first lays eyes on the bewitching juliet it s love at first
sight but though their love runs true and deep it is also completely forbidden with family and
fate determined to keep them apart will romeo and juliet find a way to be together william
shakespeare s masterpiece is one of the most enduring stories of star crossed love of all time
beautifully presented for a modern teen audience with both the original play and a prose
retelling of the beloved story this is the must have edition of a timeless classic

The Best of the World's Classics prose Volume 6 2015-11-20
this ebook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on
all devices the red and the black tells the story of julien sorel s life in a monarchic
society of fixed social class it is a historical psychological novel which chronicles the
attempts of a provincial young man to rise socially beyond his modest upbringing through a
combination of talent hard work deception and hypocrisy he ultimately allows his passions to
betray him the novel has a two fold literary purpose being both a psychological portrait of
the romantic protagonist julien sorel and an analytic sociological satire of the french social
order under the bourbon restoration
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A Short History of the World 2021-04-10
library committee timothy dwight richard henry stoddard arthur richmond marsh a b and others
illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures etchings colored plates and full page
portraits of great authors clarence cook art editor

Around the World in Eighty Days (Esprios Classics) 2020-03-17
library committee timothy dwight richard henry stoddard arthur richmond marsh a b and others
illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures etchings colored plates and full page
portraits of great authors clarence cook art editor

100 Books That Changed the World 2018-03-06
library committee timothy dwight richard henry stoddard arthur richmond marsh a b and others
illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures etchings colored plates and full page
portraits of great authors clarence cook art editor

THE WORLD'S GREAT CLASSICS 1899
h g wells is often referred to as father of science fiction his works have been continually
adapted to stage and screen and remain pertinent to a modern audience this beautiful hardback
compendium with dust jacket assembles four of his most iconic novel whether concerning alien
invasion time travel or the risks of scientific development these tales examine the potential
futures of humanity which are at once thrilling and terrifying adapted from amazon
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The Cambridge Companion to Boccaccio 2015-07-09
the plot concerns several poor families living in the slums of 19th century london rich in
naturalistic detail the novel concentrates on the individual problems and hardships which
result from the typical shortages experienced by the lower classes want of money employment
and decent living conditions the nether world is pessimistic and concerns exclusively the
lives of poor people there is no juxtaposition with the world of the rich

Romeo and Juliet 2021-03
library committee timothy dwight richard henry stoddard arthur richmond marsh a b and others
illustrated with nearly two hundred photogravures etchings colored plates and full page
portraits of great authors clarence cook art editor

The Red and the Black (World's Classics Series) 2018-12-21
don quixote is a spanish novel by miguel de cervantes saavedra published in two volumes in
1605 and 1615 don quixote is considered the most influential work of literature from the
spanish golden age and the entire spanish literary canon as a founding work of modern western
literature and one of the earliest canonical novels it regularly appears high on lists of the
greatest works of fiction ever published the story follows the adventures of a hidalgo named
mr alonso quixano who reads so many chivalric romances that he loses his sanity and decides to
set out to revive chivalry undo wrongs and bring justice to the world under the name don
quixote de la mancha he recruits a simple farmer sancho panza as his squire who often employs
a unique earthy wit in dealing with don quixote s rhetorical orations on antiquated knighthood
don quixote in the first part of the book does not see the world for what it is and prefers to
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imagine that he is living out a knightly story throughout the novel cervantes uses such
literary techniques as realism metatheatre and intertextuality

The Best of the World's Classics 1909
classics in the modern world explores the features and implications of a democratic turn in
modern perceptions of the ancient world exploring the relationship between greek and roman
ways of thinking and modern definitions of democratic practices and approaches it enables a
wider re evaluation of the role of classics in the modern world

The World's Great Classics: History of English literature, by
H.A. Taine 1900
ミステリの祖 コリンズの選集ついに完結

The World's Great Classics: Essays of American essayists 1899

The World's Great Classics 1899

The World's Great Classics 1901
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World Classics Library: H. G. Wells 2020-10

The Nether World 2017-02-11

The World's Great Classics: Orations of American orators 1899

The Best of the World's Classics, Restricted to Prose 1909

An Illustrated and Popular Story of the World's First
Parliament of Religions ... 1893

Don Quixote (World Classics, Unabridged) 2016-10-01

Classics in the Modern World 2014
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